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BASUG celebrates 10th founding anniversary:
vows to continue work for a better world
BASUG celebrates its 10th founding anniversary in 2015. It was in 2005 that BASUG emerged as a Diaspora
organisation in the Netherlands with a throbbing heart through a colourful day long discussion and cultural
programs in Rotterdam which drew people from different ethnic groups including Bangladeshi, Surinamese,
Indian and the mainstream Dutch. The program drew Bangladeshis not only from the Netherlands, but also
from the neighbouring countries such as Belgium, Luxembourg, France and Germany. From 2005 to 2015- a
long way. During this long period BASUG gained huge experience in the field of development, emerged as
one of the most active Diaspora organisations in the Netherlands, gave combined leadership to the migrant
organisations in the Netherlands, widened its network in the Netherlands and beyond. The organisation
became of the key actors in the areas of migration and development, with special focus on Remittance, both
nationally and internationally.
BASUG developed partnerships with serious development organisations such as Oxfam Novib, Dutch Foreign
Ministry, ICCO, Seva Network Foundation, Wilde Ganzen, The Network University (TNU) of Amsterdam,
ENVIU in the Netherlands, with Joint Initiative on Migration and Development (JMDI) in Belgium, SEEDS
in Belgium and with INAFI, ENDEAVOUR, WARBE, Shakti Foundation and CDC in Bangladesh. BASUG
is registered in Germany and Bangladesh as well. It has its Chapters in U.K., Italy and France. BASUG in
this long period not only worked with Bangladeshi migrant community in six European countries (U.K., Italy,
Germany, France, Belgium and Netherlands), but also worked for the Sri Lankan migrants communities in
four European countries (Netherlands, Germany, France and Italy) and for their family members under a ECUN JMDI project on Remittance in 2010. One of its projects, ‘Women Entrepreneurship’ was nominated as
one of the Best Practices by EC UN JMDI and was showcased in the first Knowledge Fair at European
Commission in Brussels in 2009. BASUG is perhaps the only Diaspora organisations in the Netherlands, that
has been accredited in all Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD) since 2007 in Brussels. It
also took part in the first non-formal dialogues on Migration and Development at the UN General Assembly
in New York, which was initiated by the then Secretary General of UN, Koffee Annan.
BASUG is a member of a number of platforms, such as BOOM in the Netherlands (other members are
Oxfam Novib, ICCO, CORDAID, Amnesty International, Both Ends and other mainstream development
organisations and BASUG is the only Diaspora organisation in it), European Microfinance Platform (e-MFP)
in Luxembourg. BASUG played a key role in the formation of DFD and was its first one of the 7 Steering
committee members, Chairman of DFD Constitution Committee and first elected Vice-Chairman, but later
withdrew from the Platform along with few more key member organisations of the committee.
BASUG cannot let this significant year of 2015 go unnoticed and has decided to celebrate the year through a
number of programs. The programs include a conference on Remittance and Migration related subject,
screening of a documentary film, photo exhibition and brief cultural program. The program is scheduled to be
held on Saturday, 21 September 2015 at Bel Air Hotel in Den Haag.

Do you know?
If migrants formed one country, it would be the world’s 5th most populous. The UN estimates that there were
232 million people living outside their country of birth in 2013, roughly 3.2% of the world’s population.
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GIZ-CIM Project:

Workshop on ‘Safety & Health compliance of textile workers
in Bangladesh’ in Hamburg on 21 March
Under the on-going project on ‘Occupational Safety and Health compliance of Readymade Garments workers
in Bangladesh’, BASUG will organise a Workshop on 21 March in Hamburg, Germany. Supported by the
German development organisations, Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH and
Centrum für Internationale Migration und Entwicklung (CIM), the workshop will dwell on the occupational
safety and health compliances of the
Readymade Garments workers of
Bangladesh. The broad objectives of the
18-months long project are to create
awareness, improve the occupational
safety and health compliances in the
RMG industry and ensure social security
of the RMG workers in Bangladesh.
Bangladesh Ambassador in Germany,
Muhammad Ali Sorcar will address the
workshop as chief guest, while
Honorary Consul General of Bangladesh in Germany, Walter Stork will be the guest of honour. GIZ-CIM
representative, Jutta Steinmann will also present a paper on the day. Dr. M. M. Islam, Senior Researcher,
Bonn University & Secretary, BASUG e.V. Germany and Shameem Mahmud, Research Associate, Institute
of Journalism and Communication Studies, University of Hamburg & Assistant Professor, Dhaka University
will also present papers on the day. The title of Dr. Islam’s paper is “ The Garment Sector of Bangladesh:
Prospects, Achievements and Challenges”, while title of Mr. Mahmud is, "Towards a Sustainable Growth of
Bangladesh’s RMG Industry – Role of Mediated and Non-Mediated Communication in Improving Safety
Environment." Different stakeholders including development and civil society organisations, rights
organisations policy makers, garments buyers, consumers and Bangladeshi migrant community members and
Germans are expected to attend the program.
It may be mentioned that Ready Made Garments (RMG) sector is significantly important in Bangladesh, both
economically and socially. Nearly 4.2 million workers are employed in 5400 RMG factories across the
country, mostly women, and again half of them come from rural areas. RMG sector is the biggest export
earner of Bangladesh with $24.49 billion of exports in the last financial year (July 2013-June 2014). Despite
this huge growth of this sector and its bright prospects, there are challenges too. Under this project, BASUG
will also hold a number of of workshops and trainings for the garments workers in Dhaka and Chittagong and
television talk shows. A documentary film on the subject is nearing completion is expected to be screened at
the Hamburg workshop. The project is expected to play some role in sensitizing the buyers, owners,
consumers and policy makers to ensure basic rights of the garment workers including fair deal in the working
hour and payment, fair price by buyers, ensure health safety issues and take measures to stop sexual
harassment in the factories. The project will end in April 2016.
Documentary film on RMG sector
As a part of the on-going project ‘safety and health compliances of the Readymade Garments Workers in
Bangladesh’ BASUG has made a Documentary film, titled “Andharey Alor Poth” (Silver Lining in a Dark
Sky). The objectives of the 15-mintues long documentary film among other are to make the garments workers
aware of their safety and health issues in and outside the garments factories. It has tried to depict the causes of
fire incidents in the garments factories and suggested ways to reduce the risk. It has interviewed different
stakeholders involved in the sector, which plays a very important role in the economy of Bangladesh. Written
by Rashed Al Hasan, a development expert based in Dhaka and A H M Abdul Hai, Project Coordinator of
BASUG e.V. Germany, the film has been directed by noted film maker, Sujon Bari. The film was shot in
different locations in Dhaka, Chittagong , Netherlands and Germany. Made in Bengali with English sub-title
the film will be screened at three training for the garments workers and two workshops in Bangladesh (JulyAugust 2015) and in another two workshops in Hamburg (21 March 2015) and later in Berlin.
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‘One World’ Interview
The monthly Dutch news magazine, One World in its February 2015 issue has published an article based on
an interview with three diaspora leaders in the Netherlands. The article highlighted the contribution that the
migrants and migrants organisations have been making to the development of their home countries as well as
to the host countries. Refuting the allegation that the migrants organisations are mainly engaged in
development work in their own regions, all the three migrant leaders categorically said, it is not true, migrant
organisations are now working in areas beyond their own villages, own region. Many of them are today
engaged in development work in other countries. Giving an example Chairman of BASUG, Bikash
Chowdhury Barua said, ‘ it is true that charity begins at home. But we are working in areas which do not

belong to my own region. We worked in Sri Lanka and for the Sri Lankan migrant communities in four
European countries (Netherlands, France, Germany and Italy). It was echoed by Fatumo Farah, head of the
Somalian organisation, HIRDA . She said that her organisation has passed the period of working in own area,
now her organisation is working other neighbouring countries. Abubakarr Bangura of Sieree Leon Central
Union said, migrant organisations are used by the mainstream organisations. For example, he was invited to
take part in the Giro 555 fund raising program in Dutch television, but after that no one bothered to contact
him or his organisation. He was just side lined. The migrant leaders said, migrant organisations are not taken
seriously by the governments at both ends, although they (governments) say that they are actors in the
development process. Migrants organisations have added value, they can serve the purpose as good as any
others, because they have the expertise, they know the language, they know the culture, which are very
important to go to the roots of the causes and work. They said that sometimes they are misused by the
mainstream organisations and are sidelined when question of money comes. The interview was taken by
Mirjam Vossen and Ralp Boedelier with photos by Anais Lopez.

Together we can make this world a better place to live – BASUG
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2014 Deadliest Year Ever for Migrants
GENEVA - The International Organization for Migration (IOM) reports 2014 is the deadliest year on record
for migrants fleeing conflict, political persecution and economic hardship. While the world marked the
International Migrants Day, IOM called for an urgent action to save the lives of migrants and stop smugglers
from exploiting these vulnerable, desperate people. Death has always been an unfortunate part of migration.
Since 2000, more than 40,000 migrants have died while trying to cross borders around the world. This past
year has been particularly bad. The IOM reports some 5,000 people have lost their lives fleeing across seas,
remote deserts or mountains. Most of these deaths, two-thirds, have occurred in the Mediterranean. IOM said
more than 3,000 people have drowned while crossing the Mediterranean Sea in flimsy smugglers' boats while
trying to reach Europe. Most of those risking their lives are Syrians and Palestinians fleeing conflict and
migrants from the Horn of Africa, particularly Eritreans, desperate to escape fighting, oppression and poverty.
Head of the Migration Research Division at IOM, Frank Laczko, told VOA there are many smugglers who
exploit and profit from the misery of others. "There are suggestions that we are talking about hundreds of
millions of dollars here and there is no shortage, at the moment of potential clients for the services of these
smugglers. So, it is a very lucrative business to be in," said Laczko. There are no easy solutions to the problem
of illegal migration, but IOM said, cracking down on smugglers and traffickers through tougher sanctions and
convictions might dissuade some from entering the business. The group also urges governments to decriminalize irregular migrants so they can report smugglers to the police for prosecution.
IOM fears the number of deaths at sea could rise now that Italy has discontinued Mare Nostrum, a rescue
operation, which has saved thousands of lives. Mare Nostrum has been replaced by a European Union
operation called Triton, which patrols a much smaller area.

The agency said an unprecedented number of man-made crises in the world, including conflicts in Syria, Iraq,
Libya, the Central African Republic and South Sudan are driving migration. It said other factors, such as the
Ebola epidemic in West Africa, climate change and extreme weather, are also pushing people to seek places
of refuge.
IOM estimates around 232 million people are international migrants. Laczko said that represents about three
percent of the world population. "That 3% figure has remained fairly constant over the last 20-30 years. So,
globally, we have not seen a major increase in international migration in recent years. However, in some
countries, particularly in Europe and North America and Australia, there have been significant increases in
immigration and within those countries, certain cities absorb or attract more migrants than others," said
Laczko. IOM says migration is inevitable. It also is necessary and desirable, especially now, when ageing
societies are short of labor. The agency said migration, when well-managed, can be of great benefit to both the
countries of origin and destination. For example, migrants around the world send an estimated $435 billion in
remittances to their families back home. (Courtesy: Big News Network).
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US bank’s move to halt remittances to Somalia
Somalia has criticised a move by a US bank to close accounts of money transfer companies, warning it could
create a dangerous black market. Merchants Bank of California handles about 80% of money transfers remittances - from the US to Somalia, worth about $200m (£131m) annually, reports BBC News. But it
announced on Thursday that it had to withdraw its services due to new money-laundering regulations.
Regulators are concerned that money is being funneled to extremists.
But the Somali government has warned that
suspending legal transfer services may give rise to a
new unregulated black market in cash transfers that
could make it easier to channel money to militant
groups. It also expressed concern that the move would
jeopardize stability in Somalia and the welfare of
millions of Somalis who depend on financial
assistance from abroad. Total annual remittances to
Somalia are estimated at $1.6bn (£1bn). Somali
remittances are a lifeline. The United Nations
estimates Somalis in the diaspora send home $1.6bn annually, significantly more than foreign aid. According
to a UN study, more than 40% of Somalis receive remittances, the bulk of which are used for basic needs,
including food, clothes, medicine and education. As stability returns to some parts of the country, remittances
are increasingly used for investment. They are an essential part of rebuilding Somalia. There is no functioning
banking system in Somalia, so remittances are the only way people outside the country can support those at
home. They play a crucial role during the frequent droughts as international aid agencies use them in cash for
food programs.

GFMD Follow up meeting at BASUG
The Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD) follow up meeting held on 29 January 2015
reviewed the progress of the work of the four groups formed in a previous meeting and most members
expressed their dissatisfaction at the very slow
progress of the groups. After a two hour long
discussion the meeting came up with the idea of
setting up an on-line Platform where members
involved or working with the GFMD issues can
vent their opinions, ideas. Guled Yusuf of
DCMO volunteered to prepare the format of the Platform by 16 February, unfortunately though nothing has
yet been heard from DCMO in this regard till the writing of this report in early March. The meeting held at
BASUG conference room was attended by Rene van Schijndel, Ministry of Security and Justice, Ismail Awil ,
Oxfam Novib, Michal Ragowan, CORDAID,. Guled Yusuf, DCMO, Dr. Cora Dee, ERCMOVE, Beth
Nielsen, ERCMOVE, Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin, BASUG, Bikash Chowdhury Barua, BASUG, Sudhier Nannan,
BASUG, and Saleam Aklam, BASUG.
Regarding the Platform, Ismail Awil of Oxfam Novib suggested to keep the Platform limited to existing four
Themes and four Groups. He said, later observing its structure and success, it could be made open to all. He
also suggested that a big meeting could be arranged after 6 months to evaluate the work and decide future
actions. Such a meeting, he added, could be arranged at the time of pre-consultative meeting that Dutch
Foreign Ministry organizes every year prior to GFMD. Rene van Schijndel of Security and Justice Ministry
apprised the meeting of the next preparatory programs of GFMD and said the Dutch government delegates
(Rene and Celine) would be joining the meeting in Geneva. At this point Bikash Chowdhury pointed out that
Human Trafficking issue was not included in the UNSG Report while it was mentioned in the OWG report,
with two target groups on human trafficking. He wanted to know if Dutch government delegates would take
up the issue of human trafficking to the GFMD meeting. In reply Rene van Schijndel replied that the priorities
of the Dutch government are mainly on basic needs, such as health and water etc.
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GFMD 2016: Although not in the agenda, Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin of BASUG, Bangladesh will host the 2016
GFMD and BASUG as an active diaspora organization proposed to all to make best use of this opportunity
including diaspora expertise and engagement with the Dutch government, mainstream development
organizations such as Oxfam Novib, CORDAID in GFMD process. In this connection he sought the
cooperation of Dutch organizations. Ismail Awil in reply said, if BASUG can come up with good ideas Oxfam
Novib might collaborate and not waiting for 2016, events can also be organised in Turkey in 2015.

(GFMD follow up meeting at BASUG office. Photo: Saleam Aklam)

Bangladesh to host 2016 GFMD
Bangladesh will host the 9th Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD) in 2016. The decision
came at the steering group meeting of the GFMD in Geneva in October last year. The group in the meeting
also unanimously accepted Bangladesh’s bid to chair the GFMD in 2016.
An initiative of the United Nations member states to address the migration and development inter-linkages,
GFMD is the biggest forum to discuss migration issues. During the meeting, Canada strongly supported
Bangladesh’s bid, setting the tone of the group in favourable terms. The US, the Netherlands, Australia, India,
Tunisia,
Mexico, Mauritius
and the
Philippines also
supported the
bid. The Bangladesh
delegation at
the meeting was led
by Foreign
Secretary, M
Shahidul
Haque. The foreign
secretary
said: “Bangladesh
would try its
best to uphold the
trust bestowed upon the country by taking the forum to a new height during its chairmanship.” He assured that
Bangladesh would place the issue of migration and development at its due place in the post-2015
Development Agenda.
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Bangladesh 2nd in GDP growth by 2019
As per the report, Bangladesh will rank 2nd in the top 10 of growth rate with 7% GDP while Iraq will top the
list with 9.2% GDP in 2019. Bangladesh is set to be among the top 10 countries in terms of economic growth
from 2013. According to an IMF projection Bangladesh will record the second highest growth in the world in
2019 with 7%. Iraq will top the list that year with 9.2% growth. Based on data from the IMF’s flagship World

Economic Outlook, a CNN report illustrates the size and growth of top economies. The report only includes
countries with a GDP worth over $100 billion (Tk7.8 lakh crore).
Qatar topped the list in 2010 and 2011 to be replaced by Iraq in 2012. Ranging back to 2002, the graph shows
Bangladesh among the top growers in 2012 with 6.1%. The following year, Bangladesh ranked 6th despite its
slightly lower GDP growth of 5.8%. In 2014 Bangladesh ranked 4th with 6% while China topped the list with
7.5%. Unlike most of the other top growing economies Bangladesh is projected to maintain a steady growth of
over 6% rising to 6.5% in 2015 and then holding it at an impressive 7% between 2017 and 2019.

Bangladesh Bank Governor Asia's 'Central Banker of the Year'
Bangladesh Bank Governor, Dr. Atiur Rahman has been awarded ‘Central
Banker of the Year 2015’ from the Asia-Pacific region for stimulating growth
and stabilizing economy. The London-based The Financial Times-owned
magazine, The Banker announced the awards recently. Dr. Atiur Rahman came
to London in early February to receive the award.
It announced the names of governors from America, Europe, Middle East and
Africa regions who were also awarded for their contributions. In his immediate
reaction on Monday, the central bank chief dedicated the award to Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina. “This is not my own success. I am dedicating this
award to the prime minister who has tasked me with the responsibility of the central bank governor twice and
given me the opportunity to bring Bangladesh’s banking sector to the world’s attention," he said, speaking to
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bdnews24.com of Bangladesh. In November last year, Rahman received the ‘GUSI Peace Prize International
2014’ award in recognition of his work in establishing peace by reducing poverty in Bangladesh. He was
appointed the 10th governor of Bangladesh Bank on May 1, 2009, for four years. The government last year
extended his appointment by another term. The 63-year old Rahman received the plaudit for his ‘special
contributions’ to Bangladesh’s economy by way of maintaining stability, inclusive banking, green banking
and corporate social responsibility. He believed that supporting agriculture and SME could avert financial
crises. “In many developed countries central banks only create money [and] liquidity in the air. They don’t do
much on the ground, which could stop speculative financing and increase liquidity with small deposits.
Financial systems would be more stable and have diversified loan portfolios [if this happened],” he said.
BASUG congratulates Governor
Dr. Rahman has written many research articles on Bangladesh’s economic development and microcredit.
Until 2009, he penned 45 books. Dr. Rahman presented a copy of his recently published book, “Inclusive
Finance and Sustainable
Development” to BASUG
chairman, Bikash
Chowdhury Barua and
Director of The Network
University, Professor
Gerd Junne during their
visit to Governor in
Dhaka in connection with
a meeting on Remittance
issues of BASUG and
TNU. BASUG in a
message sent to him
congratulated the
Governor for his being
nominated as Asia’s Central Banker of the Year 2015. (Photo: Meeting with Bangladesh Bank Governor Dr. Atiur
Rahman (left) at his office in Dhaka. From right: Bikash Chowdhury Barua, Prof Gerd Junne, Danielle de Winter &
B.M. K. Zaman. Photo: Kanak, BASUG)

2015 Global Forum on Remittances & Development
The next Global Forum on Remittances and Development 2015 will be held in Milan, Italy from 16 June to 19
June. Organised by the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), the World Bank Group and
the European Commission, the 4-days Forum will be dedicated to: a) public sector day (16 June), b) private
sector day (17 June), c) civil society day (18 June) and d) special meetings and workshops day (19 June).

Over 300 participants from public and private sectors and the civil society organisations across the globe are
expected to attend the forum. According to IFAD, the Remittances Market place will run parallel to the
Forum to allow private-sector entities, international organizations and major stakeholders to exhibit their
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products and services. IFAD has already launched a Virtual Forum on Remittances and Development which,
according to this international organisation, is a global community platform for the sharing of ideas and
experiences relating to remittances. Please click on the link to view. Register today and join in or keep
updated on latest insights and developments ahead of the Milan GFRD. The last such forum was held in
Bangkok in 2013 where BASUG and Oxfam Novib placed their booth at the Market Place displaying their
products and work.
BASUG-Oxfam Novib Side Event
BASUG and Oxfam Novib plan to organize a Side Event at the 2015 Global Forum on Remittances and
Development in Milan on 19 June. Both the partners will set up a booth at the Market Place.

International Migration Day at Bangladesh Embassy in Hague
In observance of the International Migrants Day, a discussion meeting was arranged under the auspices of
Bangladesh Embassy in the Netherlands. Chaired by the head of Chancery and First Secretary of the embassy,
Istiaque Ahmed, the eting was addressed by BASUG Chairman, Bikash Chowdhury Barua and BASUG
Board member B.K. Zaman. Appreciating the role played by the migrants Istiaque Ahmed said, Bangladesh

government had taken up a number of initiatives to improve the condition of the migrants abroad and stop
harassment by different quarters including the middlemen. BASUG chair said, total volume of remittance
received by countries like Bangladesh is three times higher than the international development aid. He said,
Bangladesh government terms its workers abroad as ‘Golden Sons’. In reality the migrants are treated like
Golden goose and all attention are on the eggs and not on the goose, he regretted.

Runa Laila, Vice-Chairman of BASUG
Runa Laila, so long a Board member of BASUG has become the Vice-Chairman of the organisation since
December
2014. Runa, Assistant Professor in the department of Women and
Gender Studies,
University of Dhaka, Bangladesh has now been doing Ph. d in
Development
studies at the Institute of Social Sciences under Erasmus University,
Rotterdam. As
Board member, she took active part in BASUG affairs including project
planning and
attending international conferences in Brussels and Den Haag. Her
specializations
are in diverse social science subjects such as Demography, Research
Methodology,
Gender & History and Women in Development and research interest
includes Safe
motherhood, Family planning, Adolescent’s reproductive health,
Marriage and
kinship systems, Family law, Livelihood systems and Ethnicity. Runa
is now permanently living in the Netherlands with her only daughter and husband.
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Hai joins BASUG Germany as Project Coordinator
A H M Abdul Hai, a career journalist has been appointed as Project Coordinator of BASUG Germany in
December 2014. Based in Bonn Abdul Hai prior to joining BASUG, worked as journalist in the German
international broadcaster, Deutsche Welle for four years. Although he joined formally
as Project Coordinator, he has been working voluntarily for BASUG since its
registration in Germany in late 2013. He has already participated in a series of training
workshops, seminar and conferences on behalf of BASUG both in Germany and
beyond. The conferences were organised among others by GIZ-CIM, Engagement
Global, Eine Welt Netz und Forum for Social Innovation. Abdul Hai did his Masters
in English literature and language from Bangladesh and again obtained Master degree
on International Media Studies from Bonn University, Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of
Applied Science and Deutsche Welle Akademie in Germany in 2014. He is currently
coordinating the on-going project of GIZ-CIM on 'safety and health compliances of Readymade Garments
Workers (RMG) in Bangladesh'.

GIZ Bangladesh advisor met BASUG official in Bonn
Bonn, January 30: The Senior Program Advisor on Coastal Livelihoods Adaptation Project (CLAP) of GIZ
Bangladesh, Ms Asma Parvin visited Berlin and Bonn in the last week of
January 2015 on an official program. In the sideline of her official
meetings, she met the Project Coordinator of BASUG in Germany, AHM
Abdul Hai and exchanged views on development programs of the
diasporas and the migrant communities in Germany. She expressed her
satisfaction on the active involvement and contribution of the migrant
population in the development in their home country Bangladesh. They
also discussed the potential fields of cooperation in the development
activities in the days to come. (Photo: Project Coordinator of BASUG AHM
Abdul Hai with GIZ Senior Advisor Ms Asma Parvin in Bonn recently)

SKEW Consultant Pool Training in Cologne: BASUG joins
The 3rd session of the year-long training
programs of the Consultant Pool for Inter-cultural
Participation and Development Initiatives in the
Communities in NRW was held at a local hotel in
Cologne, Germany. This is a part of the skill
development programs of the development
consultants of Service Agency Communities in
One World (SKEW), Engagement Global, One
World Network and Forum for Social Innovation
(FSI) started in 2014. (Photo: Partial view of the
trainers and participants in a session of the
consultant pool of SKEW).
Dorea Pfafferott, Head of Service Agency
Communities in One World (SKEW) Project of
Engagement Global (EG) and Katja Feld of FSI
welcomed the guests and participants in the
training session. Among others, Kevin Borchers, Ines Barth and Jennifer Ichikawa of SKEW, Prasanna
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Oommen-Hirschberg of New German Media Makers (NDM) and Consultant of FSI, Internee of FSI Hannah
Rettberg, AHM Abdul Hai of BASUG, Eshetu Wondafrash, Birhan e.V., Aachen, Bunmi Bolaji of DARF
e.V., Bochum, Jackline Daris Bendig, Medard Kabanda, Seraphine Musabyimana were present in the
sessions. About 23 delegates from different migrant organizations from Bonn, Cologne, Aachen, Bochum,
Dortmund, Hamm, Münster, Mülheim an der Ruhr, Düsseldorf, Duisburg, Wiehl and Witten, who are actively
engaged in development projects in 17 countries including Bangladesh, India, Ethiopia, Ivory Coast, Ghana,
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Cameroon, Kenya, Congo, Morocco, Nigeria, Ruanda, Senegal, South Africa, Togo
and Vietnam, took part in the training sessions. As part of the skill development initiatives of the consultant
pool the SKEW has also nominated individual mentors for the consultants, with whom the consultants will
meet and discuss several development issues including community structures and intercultural participation
and mutual cooperation. The community integration official of city office of Bonn Ms Mariela I. Georg has
consented to become mentor of the BASUG Project Coordinator AHM Abdul Hai for the orientation on the
development initiatives and community structure of the local level administration and other development
issues.

BASUG Germany e.V. new Post box address
BASUG Germany e.V. has opened a Post Box address in Bonn. The Post box number of BASUG in Germany is:
Postfach 7449, 53074 Bonn, Germany. From now on all are requested to send their post to BASUG Germany
at this Post box address.

BASUG’s partners from Bangladesh & Germany met Bangladesh ambassador
Visiting delegates from Germany and Bangladesh along with BASUG held a meeting with the ambassador of
Bangladesh in the Netherlands, Sheikh Mohammad Belal (3rd from right) at the embassy in Den Haag on 18
Novermber 2014. (Picture shows from right: Executive Director of Dipshikha Bangladesh Mahbubul Islam,
Chairman of BASUG Bikash Chowdhury, Ambassador Sheikh Mohammad Belal, Chairperson of Shanti,
Germany, Birgit Kleipass, Executive Director of ILD Germany Lothar Kleipass, Vice chairman of BASUG
Runa Laila, Secretary of
BASUG Sudhier Nannan,
Head of Chancery Ishtiaque
Ahmed & Joint Secretary of
BASUG Saleam Aklam.
Welcoming the delegates the
ambassador appreciated the
role of NGOs and diaspora
organisations in the
development of Bangladesh.
He was apprised of the
activities of the German NGOs
and Bangladeshi NGO, Dipshikha. Later in the aftertoon a separate meeting was held at BASUG office where
Sudhier Nannan, Secretary of BASUG gave a power point presentation on BASUG activities. The meeting
discussed the possible collaboration between ILD, Germany and BASUG in the days ahead. Joint Secretary of
BASUG Saleam Aklam handed over BASUG cup
to the visiting guests from Germany and
Bangladesh. They in exchange thanked BASUG
officials for the warm hospitality and expressed
hope that they would be able to work together in
future. (Photo below: Sudhier Nannan with his
power point presentation at BASUG).
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PICTORAL

Left: Bangladesh Forum meeting in Hamburg, Germany; right: at GFMD follow up meeting at BASUG office

Left: Meeting with Wilson.Budde-Iser of German organisation, SUE-NRW in Bonn; right: BASUG Joint Secretary
Saleam Aklam handing over BASUG Cup to Lothar Kleipass of ILD, while Secretary Sudhier Nannan looks on.

Left: Partial view of GFMD follow up meeting at HIRDA office in Amsterdam; Below: A joint meeting of OxfamNovib, BASUG, The Network University (TNU) and Transcode at Oxfam Novib office in Den Haag. Picture
shows from right Prof Gerd Junne of TNU, Bikash Chowdhury Barua of BASUG, Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin of
BASUG, Ismail Awil of Oxfam Novib and Dr. Ton van Naerssen of Nijmegen University (not in photo).
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